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1 Introduction
There are a lot of dedicated software aimed at comparison of near future experimental data at LHC with the SM theoretical predictions. We mention, first of all, well known automatic computer system CompHEP \cite{1}, which is able to compute any HEP process involving up to 9 particles, however in the LO only. So, one should not expect precision of the predictions better than 10%. There are several computer systems working in the NLO approximation, like FeynArts \cite{2} and GRACE \cite{3}. They are able to compute many HEP processes up to 5 particles involved in NLO over EW and QCD forces. FeynArts may compute only virtual contributions and may not real ones. Besides above mentioned general use systems, there are a lot of software, which should be ranked as “codes” rather than “systems”, like PYTHIA \cite{4}, MC\@NLO \cite{5}, HERWIG \cite{6} and many others. In the years 2002 – 2007 an attempt was undertaken to create an easy to use NLO system SANC (a client server data based system) which presently includes many SM processes up to 4 particles and also some background for subsequent inclusion of 5 particle processes. It is accessible from the Internet sites: http://sanc.jinr.ru, http://pcphsanc.cern.ch.

The SANC2 is the system that has to be built to replace the former. The purpose of this paper is to outline status and SANC2 plans.

2 The SANC system
The system SANC \cite{7} is a HEP tool for precision calculations of processes at high energy colliders and their applications. SANC realizes the full chain of automatic calculations “from the Standard Model Lagrangian to the event distributions” up to 4 particle processes \cite{8}. It roots back to two main sources: the reach experience obtained by the Dubna group in the computer support of HEP experiments (codes like TERAD, HECTOR, MUELA, ZFTTER, GENTLE) and the book \cite{9} which summarized the efforts of many groups of theorists in the field of precision tests of the SM.
The main idea of the SANC project was to develop an integrated computer environment for creation of Monte Carlo (MC) event generators in the NLO approximation starting from a unique analytic platform, passing stage of automatic generation of codes for subsequent numerical calculations and eventual creation of the MC generator. In the current version V.1.10 of SANC we realized this idea only partly. An external user may interactively come through all chain of relevant analytic calculations, generation of the so called Standard SANC FORTRAN Modules (SSFM) [10] and their export and a subsequent use in his/her own codes. Moreover, from our project pages already several MC event generators may be downloaded.

The underlying technology of the entire SANC system is JAVA, while the analytical computations are implemented in FORM, the numerical in FORTRAN. Also, there is a PERL module s2n generating FORTRAN programs and providing transmission from analytical results to numerical applications.

The SANC server-tier has a database backend for storing different SANC programs and functionality for compiling them as well as for linking the various modules. The SANC client-tier is represented by IDE clients which allow creating, editing and compiling of FORM and FORTRAN programs, as well as passing parameters to charts to display any numerical results.

In the course of time this system proved to have a lot of shortcomings rooted in the choice of the applied technologies, the architecture itself and the processing mechanisms, namely: the main issue arises from the fact that the structure of the computer system was related to a particular physics context. The introduction of new and more complex HEP processes led to the incredible complication of the system.

FORM, which was applied for analytical computations, has no equal match in the world of computer algebra systems for intensive computations; this is the reason why it has become a de facto standard in the field of HEP. However it has some peculiarities which hinder the creation of an integrated system of FORM procedures.

The s2n module which connects the analytical and numeric computations is not generic and requires manually entering every new HEP process. Complicated IDE scenario which makes it impractical to be used by students or for experiments. The web services technology, which was performing the communication between the client and the server tier, although a standard for enterprise applications, is not suitable for transmitting typical SANC objects.

So, the SANC present status is far from being satisfactory for the following reasons:

- An automatic generation of process amplitude is lacking;
- Although an advanced analytic platform, based on Passarino–Veltman reduction techniques exists, it is limited to 4 particle processes and is not sufficient to consider 5 particle processes;
- Even in the class of 4 leg processes, pre computation of some box diagrams consumes a lot of time;
- There are certain problems in numerical calculations: for evaluation of the contribution of virtual corrections in many cases Re*16 floating point computation is unavoidable;
- MC generation takes a lot of time;
Parallel numerical calculations are mandatory.

This change is the aim of the SANC2, which started at the beginning of 2007.

3 SANC2 plans

Every SANC2 process can contain the following components: analytic; symbolic to numeric; numeric; graphic and doc. The SANC2 will inherit all algorithms from SANC. But these algorithms will be wrapped in more flexible methods and classes. Therefore this framework will became more scalable.

The entire algorithm for solving a specific problem, using external libraries and transition from one part of the program to another is contained in the program itself and under the control of the SANC2 user.

The base programming language of the SANC2 programs is RUBY, which was selected for the following reasons:

- RUBY is a fully object-oriented programming language, highly dynamic and extensible.
- The existence of RubyInline project\textsuperscript{1}, which allows direct inclusion of C/C++ and FORTRAN programs in the code of a RUBY program. By analogy to this in May 2007 was created FormInline which is a FORM implementation of RubyInline. Similarly in the code of a RUBY program can be directly included any FORM program.
- The existence of Ruby/CERNLIB - a collection of Ruby extension libraries to access various CERN Program Library, such as HBOOK, HIGZ, MATHLIB and ruby-root which provides RUBY bindings for the ROOT Object Oriented Framework\textsuperscript{2}

RUBY makes it possible to increase work effectiveness by shortening the development cycle needed for solving a particular coding problem. On the other hand using FormInline enabled SANC developers, who are not interested in studying RUBY to continue coding in FORM and FORTRAN, while seamlessly integrating their code into SANC2.

The basic structure of SANC2 should contain following parts:

- Already mentioned FormInline is a RUBY wrapper for algebraic objects of FORM language. It gives a possibility to operate with FORM algebraic expressions with RUBY and so have all benefits of high level programming language in algebraic computations.
- For the fully automatic system we need to develop a generator of Feynman diagrams.
- Next step is building a fully automated system for all steps of algebraic process computation. This include wrapping of SANC procedures in RUBY shell and complementing them with new algorithms.

\textsuperscript{1}\url{http://rubyforge.org/projects/rubyinline/}
• Than the algebraic results should be converted to code for numeric computations. So the analog of $s2n$ should be developed avoiding all it’s shortcomings. The output of this software should satisfy all requirements to be used as standalone code, so to be used as part of MC generators of other projects.

• The general framework for automatic building of MC generators on the basis of SSFM analog from the previous stage should be developed.

The SANC group have already completed computations for many physical processes. These programs are stored in data base of current SANC framework. For backward compatibility these programs should be modified to be executable in the SANC2 framework. These programs are good for testing purposes.

4 Conclusions

The main difference between the SANC and the SANC2 is the fact that the entire algorithm for computing a particular HEP process — from the analytical, through the numerical computations, and, finally to the charts — will be implemented in the cycle of a single SANC2 program totally controllable by the user. The usage of RUBY makes it possible to create plenty of generic, universally usable libraries and building blocks for one-loop processes.

The authors are grateful to all SANC group members.
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